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The motion capture suits (known as Vicon CX and Vicon
ISO) carry sensors to record players’ movement, and when
combined with data provided by OptiTrack, new levels of
ball physics are possible. So for example, while dynamic
Fouls can be determined by a player’s distance from the

ball, in FIFA 22 Vicon CX assists in calculating the distance a
ball is dropped by the player and then calculates the

precise direction the ball was deflected from the player’s
body, enabling the development of an effective system that

identifies dribbling moves, slicing moves, backsheaths,
through balls, off-balance shots and other dribbling moves.
The player data collected in real-time enables the player to

deliver the ball with the desired characteristics, such as
swerve or spin, allowing for a more realistic play

experience. The inclusion of this technology marks the first
time that FIFA’s series of core gameplay systems have been
technology-driven, adding to the realism and authenticity of
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the game. “As the lead producer of FIFA, I’m proud to say
that a new generation of soccer player avatars is powering
FIFA 22,” said Peter Guber, SVP of Marketing and Business

Development, EA SPORTS. “FIFA 22 takes the core
gameplay systems introduced in previous FIFA titles and
takes it to a whole new level, adding advanced motion

capture technology for the most realistic gameplay
experience ever in EA SPORTS FIFA. We’re excited to share
how the next generation of player avatars and gameplay
systems are united to give fans an incredible experience

across consoles and mobile.” Named FIFA 22, the game will
release worldwide on February 6, with international specific
release dates set on a local basis. As announced at EA Play
2018 in Paris, FIFA 22 will be available for PLAYSTATION 4,

XBOX ONE and PC. To celebrate the launch of FIFA 22,
we’re announcing a series of EA PLAY news and exclusives,
including behind-the-scenes interviews with key developers

and the announcement of a new FIFA Customization
Sweepstakes. FIFA Customization Sweepstakes One lucky
winner will win a trip to EA Play 2018 in Paris to receive an
official FIFA 22 in-game jersey, signed by Tim Easterby and
Kai Havertz. In addition, the winner will also receive a 2019
FIFA World Cup Fan Pack, featuring a shirt, flag and stickers.

The

Features Key:

Play The Game In The Way That’s Right For You
New Authentic Soccer Simulation
Play In New Ways With New Tactical Styles and Concepts
New Player Balances, Physics And Player Movements
New Camera, Player Skins, Player Looks And The AI
Matchday, Player Rumours And Fantasy Leagues
New Tempo-Freezes, Plausible Touch Control System
New Complex Interactions And Extra Clasic Passes
Career Mode - Now Have A Role In Your Club’s History
New Dynamic Tactics - The New Tactical Styles Reward You For Playing This Way!
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New High-Energy Multicam Camera System (HEMS)
New Goals, Virtual Strikers And Minigames
Ball Control Made More Intuitive
Real Player Positions – Real Player Behaviour – Real Player Skill
Adding Players To The Team – The New Transfer Market
Sessions Improved - Easier Controls, No Ball Bounce
A New Pass System – Pass Styles, Real Dry Passes And Primary Passes
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Build the ultimate team in Ultimate Team. Use Tricks of the
Trade and Special Players to earn in-game bonuses and
earn your way to the upper tiers, with over 600 cards to

collect and more than 1,000 ways to make your team great.
FIFA Ultimate Team Seasons – FIFA Ultimate Team Seasons
now boasts more than 100 unique items to collect, as well
as a brand new Daily League feature to get you started.

FIFA 15 MOMENTUM – Take on the world’s best athletes in a
new FIFA tournament format with the brand new FIFA 15

Momentum Tournament. Dominate the new Momentum Cup
mode in multiplayer and with Challenge mode against the
most ruthless of online opponents. NEW CAREER MODES
FOR ALL GAME MODES – For the first time in FIFA history,

there are three game modes of Career Mode based on your
playing style: # FUT Offside Trap – Create a team with the

best defensive record and protect the goalie as the
opposing team loads up the front. # FUT Individual Style –
Take control of a player’s style. Switch it on and off at any
time. # FUT Creator – Design your player’s style and kit by
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selecting one of 10 styles or kits. NEW AI SKILLS – Players
will now learn how to keep possession of the ball, how to
control the play to establish possession, how to pass and
dribble, and their awareness to players and opponents In
addition, players will now make more realistic passes, will
be more aggressive and will now take more shots at goal
New Pro AI Skills: New Pro dribbling – New Pro passing –
New Pro close control – New Pro close control shooting –
NEW CALLING CARD SYSTEM FOR A.I PLAYERS – The new
Call-Card System offers a new way to play. A new card in

the Pro-Role Card System is based on an in-game attribute
that can be earned during the Season and Pro Mode. When

playing as a player, your player will have an in-game
attribute named “Performance Level”. That attribute, as you
improve your performance during your game, you will earn
VAR (Value Added Rating points) that will be added to the
Performance Level of your players. The five Performance

Levels range from the starting “Low Performance Level” to
the end “A Level

What's new in Fifa 22:

Play in the Champions League as Real Madrid, Barcelona,
Manchester United, Bayern Munich and Club America with
new authentic stadiums and kits
Brand new online seasons mode including monsoon
weather, lightning, snow and rain
Added new environments for pitch, in-goal lines and goal
nets
Improved FIFA Ultimate Team season mode to provide
more depth and accuracy
New commentary team including Premier League
favourites Micah Richards and Mickeal Lineker on Sky
Sports TV, while renowned BBC Sport journalist Graeme
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Bailey continues his role as the go-to referee for SkySports
football with the BBC including Premier League, FA and
Germany

FIFA 16 delivers a new host of improvements including
online player profiles; New Matchday; an updated intuitive
control system; and a fresh take on FIFA Ultimate Team.

For more information about FIFA, please visit:

> 

FIFA 22 Impressions FIFA 16 is an extremely robust game
for them. I like a lot of the little tweaks they made to FIFA
16 and some of their announcements this will going to be
much better than FIFA 06 which was FIFA 16’s
predecessor. We tested FIFA 16 and there’s no reference
at all to our development team in too. Also, the 2000s
development cycle was three years. There’s a YouTube clip
of someone trying to play online and they play online and
it’s incredible how buggy it is. The AI is improved
somewhat and, for a second time, and pretty well. FIFA,
again, is a very solid game. What they did for FIFA 16 was
they not only improved the game technically but also the
fact they’re pushing it to newer areas and giving older
areas new life and being shoddy in places like that that’s a
good business model. They’re not shoddy business
practices by the way, I’m just trying to explain them. Let’s
just go over some of the key enhancements in FIFA 16.

FIFA’s optimizations should push real-time physics to a
new level. First of all, FIFA 16 supports more players and
more cloud connections. When I played FIFA 16, I play FIFA
16 online and 
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consoles (PlayStation®4/Xbox One) and current-
generation consoles (PS3/PS Vita/PC), and
features more than 500 players, over a hundred
national teams, and more than 450 leagues in all
corners of the world. What is the World mode in
FIFA? Players are taken into a virtual world,
where they get to experience the thrill of
football with a complete set of features - weekly,
monthly and career seasons, Player Impact, FIFA
Ultimate Team, and more - all wrapped into the
World mode. What are the new features in FIFA
20? For a deeper look at the technical
improvements of FIFA 20 and the feature
updates, please visit our The return of the
climactic Over-The-Top Moments (OTTM), as well
as customisable, interactive crowds and
improved Player Agency AI, have been added to
the gameplay, letting players on the pitch
continue to influence the course of their game.
FIFA 20 also features expanded Player Identity,
with players’ traits being transferred from game
to game. What else is new in FIFA 20? EA
SPORTS FIFA 20 also includes On the Ball, giving
players more control and strategy during games,
and new sprint and stamina mechanics. The new
sprint mechanic lets players choose to sprint
more when in possession, giving them a more
direct route to scoring while still balancing their
energy. The stamina mechanic, meanwhile,
makes players more aware of the needs of their
body, as well as how soon they can rest - again,
creating more control and strategy while also
balancing the need for rest and recovery. Players
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also now have more control and direction on the
pitch, given by Player Traits, or the gifts players
get during the game, and four new dribbling
mechanics. New clothes and field of play visuals
bring the game closer to the authentic
experience, while the ball physics and ball set-up
enhancements in FIFA 20 all contribute to an
even more authentic and immersive football
experience. The new ball physics and ball set-up
enhancements in FIFA 20 contribute to an even
more authentic and immersive football
experience. I want to play FIFA. What do I need?
Whether you’re new to FIFA or an expert FIFA
player, there’s a version of FIFA out there for
you.
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System Requirements Minimum: Operating
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System: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 32-bit or 64-bit
Processor: Intel Core i3/5/7 2.4GHz or greater
Memory: 2 GB RAM 12 GB available hard drive
space Video Card: Intel HD 4000 Windows 7
Recommended: Windows 10 Intel
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